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It came with two input shaft lengths pre- and and up 20mm longer. A 4WD manual transmission
found in many Toyota trucks. A 2WD transmission found in the Toyota Tacoma. A 4WD
transmission found in the Toyota Tacoma. A 4WD transmission found in the Toyota Tacoma , an
upgraded version of the RF with triple-cone synchronizer added to first gear. A 2WD 5 speed
transmission found in most light duty Toyota Dyna trucks, this transmission has a drum brake
on the rear and steel housings. These transmissions can be used to give a significantly lower
first, and a slightly higher overdrive 5th when fitted to an R 4WD gearbox. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or entirely on a single source. Relevant discussion
may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article by introducing citations to
additional sources. Categories : Toyota transmissions. Hidden categories: Articles needing
additional references from April All articles needing additional references. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. This transmission model is not
electronically controlled. It is instead controlled by throttle position and also by a governor.
This transmission is electronically controlled by an electronic shift control module.
Mechanically similar to the A43D. Four speed automatic with lockup torque converter, electronic
controls and viscous coupling center differential. Three speed automatic front wheel drive ,
longitudinally mounted. Even with FWD, the engine is also mounted longitudinally. These
transmissions have a governor gear. Unlike the AE counterpart which is electronically
controlled, the AL uses a plastic governor gear to select which gear to go into. Over time and
wear, this plastic gear's teeth shred and eventually cease to be able to control gears. This
results in a transmission that can only shift to first and reverse, but not to any further forward
gears. Replacement of this governor gear is relatively inexpensive compared to a replacement
transmission as it can be serviced without taking the transmission out of the car. The
detachable bell housing, which attaches the main transmission case to the engine, has an
engine-specific bolt pattern, which appears on its upper surface as cast-in letters. This is the
twin turbo only heavy duty version with some internal mods. The main case is similar to the
common AE but not interchangeable, the bell housing has "J3" cast into the upper surface, and
is larger diameter to accept the larger torque converter and special flex plate. Maximum power
using the stock internals should be limited to significantly higher than the standard AE used
with the 2JZ-GE normally aspirated engine [ citation needed ]. Type: Full automatic 4-speed
transmission with converter lock-up. Mechanical throttle control input for kick-down function.
Connects to external oil cooler. This particular version has a weak reverse â€” prone to noise
and failure â€” failure included problems with 1st brake. I6 and V8 versions similar. However V8
versions have slight internal upgrades to handle the increased torque LS? Smaller parts, a
hydraulic circuit with fewer components allow the transmission to maintain the same size as the
previous LS 's unit. Aluminum has also replaced steel on gear tooth surfaces. The torque
converter can lockup from 2nd to 6th gears. Final drive ratio is 2. Same gear ratios as the AA80E
but a shorter 3. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see AXX disambiguation.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. For other
uses, see AXX. US: Cobra Transmission. Retrieved 2 August Categories : Toyota transmissions.
Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from August All articles needing
additional references Use dmy dates from April All articles with unsourced statements Articles
with unsourced statements from May Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. The population was ,, according to the census. Tacoma also serves as the center of
business activity for the South Sound region, which has a population of around 1 million.
Tacoma adopted its name after the nearby Mount Rainier , originally and locally called Takhoma
or Tahoma. It is locally known as the "City of Destiny" because the area was chosen to be the
western terminus of the Northern Pacific Railroad in the late 19th century. The decision of the
railroad was influenced by Tacoma's neighboring deep-water harbor, Commencement Bay. By
connecting the bay with the railroad, Tacoma's motto became "When rails meet sails".
Commencement Bay serves the Port of Tacoma , a center of international trade on the Pacific
Coast and Washington's largest port. The city gained notoriety in for the collapse of the Tacoma
Narrows Bridge , which earned the nickname "Galloping Gertie". Like most industrial cities,
Tacoma suffered a prolonged decline in the midth century as a result of suburbanization and
divestment. Since the s, downtown Tacoma has experienced a period of revitalization.
Developments in the downtown include the University of Washington Tacoma ; Line T formerly
Tacoma Link , the first modern electric light rail service in the state; the state's highest density
of art and history museums; and a restored urban waterfront, the Thea Foss Waterway. The area
was inhabited for thousands of years by American Indians , most recently the Puyallup people,

who lived in settlements on the delta. In , a Swede named Nicolas Delin built a water-powered
sawmill on a creek near the head of Commencement Bay, but the small settlement that grew
around it was abandoned during the Indian War of â€” In , pioneer and postmaster Job Carr, a
Civil War veteran and land speculator, built a cabin which also served as Tacoma's first post
office; a replica was built in near the original site in "Old Town". McCarver â€” , who named his
project Tacoma City, derived from the indigenous name for the mountain. Tacoma was
incorporated on November 12, , following its selection in as the western terminus of the
Northern Pacific Railroad due to lobbying by McCarver, future mayor John Wilson Sprague , and
others. The two communities grew together and joined, merging on January 7, The
transcontinental link was effected in , and the population grew from 1, in to 36, in Rudyard
Kipling visited Tacoma in and said it was "literally staggering under a boom of the boomiest".
George Francis Train was a resident for a few years in the late 19th century. In , he staged a
global circumnavigation starting and ending in Tacoma to promote the city. A plaque in
downtown Tacoma marks the start and finish line. In November , white citizens led by
then-mayor Jacob Weisbach expelled several hundred Chinese residents peacefully living in the
city. As described by the account prepared by the Chinese Reconciliation Project Foundation ,
on the morning of November 3, "several hundred men, led by the mayor and other city officials,
evicted the Chinese from their homes, corralled them at 7th Street and Pacific Avenue, marched
them to the railway station at Lakeview and forced them aboard the morning train to Portland,
Oregon. The next day two Chinese settlements were burned to the ground. The discovery of
gold in the Klondike in led to Tacoma's prominence in the region being eclipsed by the
development of Seattle. A major tragedy marred the end of the 19th century, when a streetcar
accident resulted in significant loss of life on July 4, From May to August , the city was the site
of a smelter workers' strike organized by Local of the Industrial Workers of the World IWW , with
the goal of a fifty-cent per day pay raise. The IWW opposed this move by trying to persuade
inbound workers to avoid Tacoma during the strike. Tacoma was briefly â€” a major destination
for big-time automobile racing, with one of the nation's top-rated racing venues just outside the
city limits, at the site of today's Clover Park Technical College. In , Tacoma's first movie studio,
H. Weaver Studio, was sited at present-day Titlow Beach. At the time, it was the third-largest
freestanding film production space in America, with the two larger facilities being located in
Hollywood. The crash of the stock market, resulting in the Great Depression , was only the first
event in a series of misfortunes to hit Tacoma in the winter of â€” In one of the coldest winters
on record, Tacoma experienced mass power outages and eventually the shutdown of major
power supply dams, leaving the city without sufficient power and heat. A power grid failure
paired with a newly rewritten city constitution â€” put into place to keep political power away
from a single entity such as the railroad â€” created a standstill in the ability to further the local
economy. Local businesses were affected as the sudden stop of loans limited progression of
expansion and renewal funds for maintenance, leading to foreclosures. Shanty-town politics
began to develop as the destitute needed some form of leadership to keep the peace. Tacoma's
Hooverville grew in as the homeless community settled on the waterfront. The population
boomed in November through early as families from the neighboring McKinley and Hilltop areas
were evicted. Collecting scraps of metal and wood from local lumber stores and recycling
centers, families began building shanties shacks for shelter. Alcoholism and suicide became a
common event in the Hooverville that eventually led to its nickname of "Hollywood on the Tide
Flats", because of the Hollywood -style crimes and events taking place in the camp. In , Tacoma
received national attention when George Weyerhaeuser , the nine-year-old son of prominent
lumber industry executive J. Weyerhaeuser , was kidnapped [22] while walking home from
school. Four persons were apprehended and convicted; the last to be released was paroled
from McNeil Island in George Weyerhaeuser went on to become chairman of the board of the
Weyerhaeuser Company. In , an investigation by a state legislative committee revealed
widespread corruption in Tacoma's government, which had been organized commission-style
since Voters approved a mayor and city-manager system in Tacoma was featured prominently
in the garage rock sound of the mids with bands including The Wailers and The Sonics. The surf
rock band The Ventures were also from Tacoma. Downtown Tacoma experienced a long decline
through the midth century. Harold Moss , later the city's mayor, characterized lates Tacoma as
looking "bombed out" like "downtown Beirut " a reference to the Lebanese Civil War that
occurred at that time ; "Streets were abandoned, storefronts were abandoned and City Hall was
the headstone and Union Station the footstone" on the grave of downtown. The first local
referendums in the U. On both occasions, voters rejected the computer voting systems that
local officials sought to purchase. The campaigns, organized by Eleanora Ballasiotes, a
conservative Republican, focused on the vulnerabilities of computers to fraud. In , Tacoma
installed a high-speed fiber optic network throughout the community. The municipally owned

power company, Tacoma Power , wired the city. Beginning in the early s, city residents and
planners took steps to revitalize Tacoma, particularly its downtown. According to the United
States Census Bureau , the city has an area of Tacoma straddles the neighboring
Commencement Bay with several smaller cities surrounding it. Large areas of Tacoma have
views of Mount Rainier. In the event of a major eruption of Mount Rainier, the low-lying areas of
Tacoma near the Port of Tacoma are at risk from a lahar flowing down the Puyallup River. The
warmest months are July and August; the coldest month is December. About As of the census
[2] of , there were , people, 78, households, and 45, families residing in the city. The population
density was 3, There were 81, housing units at an average density of 1, The racial makeup of the
city was Hispanic or Latino residents of any race were There were 78, households, of which The
average household size was 2. The median age in the city was The gender makeup of the city
was According to Uniform Crime Report statistics compiled by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation FBI in , there were violent crimes and 5, property crimes per , residents. Of these,
the violent crimes consisted of 84 forcible rapes, 7 murders, robberies and aggravated assaults,
while burglaries, 3, larceny-thefts, 1, motor vehicle thefts and 46 instances of arson defined the
property offenses. Tacoma's Hilltop neighborhood struggled with crime in the s and early s. The
beginning of the 21st century has seen a marked reduction in crime, while neighborhoods have
enacted community policing and other policies. Bill Baarsma mayor, â€” was a member of the
Mayors Against Illegal Guns Coalition , [41] a bipartisan group with a stated goal of "making the
public safer by getting illegal guns off the streets". The government of the city of Tacoma
operates under a council-manager system. The city council consists of an elected mayor
Victoria Woodards and eight elected council members: five from individual city council districts
and three others from the city at-large. All serve four-year terms and are elected in
odd-numbered years. The council adopts and amends city laws, approves a two-year budget,
establishes city policy, appoints citizens to boards and commissions, and performs other
actions. Meetings are open to the public and provide for public input. Victoria Woodards began
her term as mayor of the City of Tacoma on January 2, She is Tacoma's third African-American
mayor and third female mayor, and the second African-American female mayor. She succeeded
Marilyn Strickland , who was elected in , becoming Tacoma's first African-American female
mayor. Normal day-to-day operations of the city government are administered by Tacoma's city
manager, who is appointed by the city council. Broadnax, who was appointed to the office in
January [44] and left in to become the city manager of Dallas, Texas. At the federal level,
Tacoma is part of three congressional districts. The western portion of the city is part of the 6th
District , represented by Derek Kilmer. The eastern portion is in the 10th District , represented
by Marilyn Strickland. Northeastern Tacoma is in the 9th District , represented by Adam Smith.
All three are Democrats. Tacoma is the home of several international companies including
staffing company True Blue Inc. Frank C. Mars founded Mars, Incorporated in in Tacoma.
Beginning in the s, the city became known for the " Tacoma Aroma ," a distinctive, acrid odor
produced by pulp and paper manufacturing on the industrial tide flats. This largely eliminated
the problem; where once the odor was ever-present, it is now only noticeable occasionally
downtown, primarily when the wind is coming from the east. The mill produces pulpwood and
linerboard products; previously owned by St. Regis Company, [47] the mill was sold to
RockTenn in Oil and Refining operates an oil refinery on the tide flats in the Port of Tacoma. The
Tacoma Mall is the largest shopping center in Tacoma. It is owned by Simon Property Group. An
economic setback for the city occurred in September when Russell Investments , which has
been in downtown Tacoma since its inception in , announced it was moving its headquarters to
Seattle along with several hundred white-collar jobs. Joseph Medical Center. Parks and
recreation services in and around Tacoma are governed by Metro Parks Tacoma , a municipal
corporation established as a separate entity from the city government in Metro Parks maintains
over fifty parks and open spaces in Tacoma. Point Defiance Park , one of the largest urban
parks in the country at acres , is in Tacoma. There are many historic structures within the park,
including the Pagoda, which was originally built as a streetcar waiting room. It was restored in
and now serves as a rental facility for weddings and private parties. Ruston Way is a waterfront
area along Commencement Bay north of downtown Tacoma that hosts several public parks
connected by a multi-use trail and interspersed with restaurants and other businesses. There
are several beaches along Ruston Way with public access, some of which are also popular for
scuba diving. Another large park in Tacoma is Wapato Park, which has a lake and walking trails
that circle the lake. Wapato is in Tacoma's south end, at Sheridan and 72nd St. Titlow Beach , at
the end of 6th Avenue, is also a scuba diving area. It contains Wright Park Arboretum and the
W. Seymour Botanical Conservatory. This historic park is also the home of local festivals such
as Ethnic Fest, [56] Out in the Park Tacoma's Pride festival [57] , and the Tacoma Hempfest
Tacoma's annual gathering advocating decriminalization of marijuana. Jefferson Park in North

Tacoma is the location of a new sprayground, an area designed to be a safe and unique play
area where water is sprayed from structures or ground sprays and then drained away before it
can accumulate. In response to the Tacoma area's growing dog population and stricter leash
laws in many areas, dog parks have begun to be established. Rogers Off-Leash Dog Park is a
metro public park established in Russell , and Silas E. Two suspension bridges span a narrow
section of the Salish Sea called the Tacoma Narrows. The failure of the first Tacoma Narrows
Bridge , which was the third-longest suspension bridge in the world, is a famous case study in
architecture textbooks. The city of Tacoma has an active municipal historic preservation
program, which includes individual city landmarks and over 1, historic properties included
within five locally regulated historic overlay zones. Engine House No. The building was placed
on the National Register of Historic Places in The building houses a pub and microbrewery.
Fireboat No. It was built in for the Port of Tacoma by the Coastline Shipbuilding Company, and
served for 54 years in waterfront fire protection, harbor security patrols, search and rescue
missions, and water pollution control. It is one of only five fireboats designated as a National
Historic Landmark. Visitors are able to walk around her exterior, but her interior is closed to the
public. Russell architect and Charles Miller contractor. Murray Morgan Bridge is a steel lift
bridge across the Thea Foss Waterway ; it closed in to all automobile traffic due to its
deteriorating condition but was reopened in February to all traffic following a substantial
rehabilitation. Tacoma's main public school district is Tacoma Public Schools. Sheridan
Elementary School operated three foreign-language immersion programs Spanish, French, and
Japanese. Tacoma School of the Arts, opened in in downtown Tacoma, is an arts-focused high
school that serves as a national model for educational innovation. SOTA is a public school, part
of the Tacoma Public Schools, and is one of the nation's first schools to implement
standards-based instruction, influencing the design of many schools in the nation. Its
circulation is about 85, , on Sundays , making it the state's third-largest newspaper. A daily
newspaper has been in circulation in Tacoma since Tacoma's television market is shared with
Seattle. University of Washington Tacoma's weekly student-run newspaper The Ledger is also
circulated around downtown Tacoma. Created by members of the Broken Lizard comedy group,
the series premiered on March 28, The city has struggled to keep a minor league hockey
franchise. The Tacoma Dome still hosts traveling sports and other events, such as
pro-wrestling, figure-skating tours, and the Harlem Globetrotters. At one point, the Tacoma
Dome was home to a professional indoor soccer team, the Tacoma Stars. Tacoma is home to
the all-female flat track roller derby league Dockyard Derby Dames, [72] which fields an away
team. Tacoma's system of transportation is based primarily on the automobile. The majority of
the city has a system of gridded streets oriented in relation to A Street one block east of Pacific
Avenue and 6th Avenue or Division Avenue, both beginning in downtown Tacoma. Within the
city, and with a few exceptions, east-to-west streets are numbered and north-to-south streets
are given a name or a letter. Some east-to-west streets are also given names, such as S. Center
St. Westgate Blvd. Streets are generally labeled "North", "South", "East", or "North East"
according to their relationship with 6th Avenue or Division Avenue west of 'Division Ave', '6th
Avenue' is the lowest-numbered street, making it the dividing street between "North" and
"South" , 'A Street' which is the dividing line between "East" and "South" , or 1st Street NE
which is the dividing line between "East" and "North East". This can lead to confusion, as most
named streets intersect streets of the same number in both north and south Tacoma. Tacoma
does have some major roads which do not seem to follow any naming rules. These major
arterials actually shift over to align with other roads, which causes them to have the name
changed. This numeric system extends to the furthest reaches of unincorporated Pierce County
with roads outside of the city carrying "East", "West", "North West", and "South West", except
on the Key Peninsula , which retains the northâ€”south streets but chooses the Pierceâ€”Kitsap
county line as the zero point for eastâ€”west streets. In portions of the city dating back to the
Tacoma Streetcar Period â€” , denser mixed-use business districts exist alongside single family
homes. Twelve such districts have active, city-recognized business associations and hold
"small town"-style parades and other festivals. The dominant intercity transportation link
between Tacoma and other parts of the Puget Sound is Interstate 5 , which links Tacoma with
Seattle to the north and Portland, Oregon , to the south. Public transportation in Tacoma
includes buses, commuter rail, light rail , and ferries. Pierce Transit operates 43 bus routes five
of which through Sound Transit , using a fleet of buses powered by compressed natural gas ,
diesel, and electric batteries. Bus service operates at 30â€”60 minute frequencies daily, while
three heavily ridden "trunk" routes are mostly served every 20 minutes on weekdays and every
half-hour to an hour on weekends as of October 2, Sound Transit , the regional transit authority,
provides weekday Sounder Commuter Rail service and daily express bus service to and from
Seattle. Sound Transit has also established Tacoma Link light rail , a 1. Expansion of the city's

rail transit system is in planning stages by the city of Tacoma and Sound Transit. It will then
turn south along Martin Luther King Jr. Way and end near South 19th Street. Greyhound
intercity bus service is accessible via Tacoma Dome Station. Amtrak , the national passenger
rail system, provides service to Tacoma from Tacoma Dome Station. The Cascades trains,
operating as far north as Vancouver, British Columbia and as far south as Eugene, Oregon ,
serve Tacoma several times daily in both directions. Tacoma's relationship with public utilities
extends back to At that time the city was undergoing a boom in population, causing it to exceed
the available amount of fresh water supplied by Charles B. In response to both this demand and
a growing desire to have local public control over the utility system, the city council put up a
public vote to acquire and expand the private utility. The measure passed on July 1, , with 3, in
favor of acquiring the utility system and 1, voting against. Since then, Tacoma Public Utilities
TPU has grown from a small water and light utility to be the largest department in the city's
government, employing about 1, people. Tacoma Power , a division of TPU, provides residents
of Tacoma and several bordering municipalities with electrical power generated by eight
hydroelectric dams on the Skokomish River and elsewhere. Supreme court [79] in January
Tacoma Power also operates the Click! Network , a municipally owned cable television and
internet service. The residential cost per kilowatt hour of electricity is just over 6 cents. Tacoma
Water provides customers in its service area with water from the Green River Watershed. As of ,
Tacoma Water provided water services to 93, customers. Tacoma Rail , initially a municipally
owned street railway line running to the tideflats, was converted to a common-carrier rail
switching utility. Tacoma Rail is self-supporting and employs over 90 people. In addition to
municipal garbage collection, Tacoma offers commingled recycling services for paper,
cardboard, plastics, and metals. Tacoma's sister cities are: [80]. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from Tacoma. Not to be confused with Takoma Washington, D. For the
truck, see Toyota Tacoma. For other uses, see Tacoma disambiguation. City in Washington,
United States. Zip codes [4]. See also: Category:People from Tacoma, Washington. United
States portal. Gazetteer Files". United States Census Bureau. Retrieved August 7, Census
website". Retrieved December 19, May Retrieved May 21, Retrieved December 31, United States
Geological Survey. October 25, Retrieved January 31, National Association of Counties.
Archived from the original on May 31, Retrieved American FactFinder. Retrieved September 16,
Job Carr Cabin Museum. Carlsbad, California: Heritage Media Corp. IWW History Project.
University of Washington. Archived from the original on 1 June Retrieved 5 May Industrial Union
Bulletin. Lexington provides electricity to Tacoma beginning about on December 17, Indiana :
Indiana University Press, Tacoma, Washington. Federal Bureau of Investigation. Archived from
the original on Accessed online December 4, New Yorker. Accessed online February 12,
Retrieved April 23, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The Weather Channel.
Weather Atlas. Retrieved March 28, Population History of Western U. Lanham : Scarecrow, ,
Retrieved July 25, Census Bureau. Retrieved May 24, Retrieved October 22, The News Tribune.
Archived from the original on February 4, Archived from the original on February 19, Retrieved
March 27, Retrieved 24 February City of Tacoma. Retrieved January 28, Spokane Daily
Chronicle. Associated Press. November 29, The Seattle Times. Retrieved January 30, County
seat : Tacoma. Fairfax Hillhurst Melmont. State of Washington. Olympia capital. Seattle
metropolitan area. Seattle Tacoma Bellevue Everett. Mayors of cities with populations
exceeding , in Washington. State capital : Cheryl Selby Olympia. Places adjacent to Tacoma,
Washington. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons Wikivoyage. Tacoma skyline from McKinley Way. Flag Seal. US: nd. Zip codes [4] , , ,
, â€”, â€”, , , , , , , , , , , , â€”, , , , , , , , , , , , , â€” Decennial Census [35] [36] estimate [37]. Joint
Base Lewisâ€”McChord. MultiCare Health System. CHI Franciscan Health. Bethel School
District. State Farm Insurance. Puyallup School District. National Women's Soccer League.
Curtis Senior High School. Major Arena Soccer League. ShoWare Center Kent. Tacoma Cobras.
Professional Developmental Football League. Franklin Pierce Stadium. Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Tacoma, Washington. Wikivoyage has a travel guide for Tacoma,
Washington. Gig Harbor. Vashon Island. Fox Island. It is essentially the Toyota Hilux modified
and rebadged for North America. Currently, it is America's best selling mid-size or compact-size
pickup. The Tacoma name was introduced in , originating from the worldwide Hilux. There were
a total of three engines available for the Toyota Tacoma: the 2. The 2. Two-wheel drive Tacomas
had 5-stud wheel lug patterns. Automatic and manual transmissions were available. Four-wheel
drive Tacomas had six-stud wheel lug patterns, which had been used on the prior pickups
pre-Tacoma trucks. The truck's frame is fully boxed until immediately after the front leaf spring
mount bracket where is transitions into a c-frame section. The 3. From Single cab Tacomas had
the option of a manual transmission with the 3. From 98 on, the single cabs only got a 2. TRD

packages started in 98 if the V6 engine was selected, you got a differential locker in the rear.
Prerunner models started in They share the same front and rear suspension parts and
geometry, frame, styling and engine options as the 4x4 Tacomas of this year range. Prerunner
Tacomas also had the option of the TRD Off-Road package which like the 4x4 got a rear
differential locker if it was a V6 model among other suspension variations. One downside is
there was not option of a 5-speed transmission. The V6 Tacoma automatic transmissions were
an AE. Because of the similarities in the Prerunner and 4x4 models, it is possible to use stock
parts to convert a Prerunner to a 4x4. However, in the online Toyota community this not
advised. In its first couple years of production the Tacoma sold very well, attracting many
young buyers. The first generation Tacoma underwent a total of two cosmetic facelifts: the first
in , and the second in The facelifts mainly entailed new headlights and grilles. Mechanical
changes included a switch to distributorless ignitions coil-on-plug in and in longer rear leaf
springs. The only extra feature in was a new crew cab four door model added to the lineup. The
crew cab featured four doors, while the extended cabs still opened with two doors. Many
customers were upset with small crew cab beds, but most competitors shared this
shortcoming. In , along with the front facelift, Toyota had also unveiled an S-Runner trim
package which included the 3. There were only produced each month from By the Tacoma had
gained The Tacoma's popularity only increased in the next few years. By it was ahead of the
Nissan Frontier , and Dodge Dakota , but still 2. This new Tacoma was available in eighteen
different configurations, that included three cab configurations, four transmissions, two
engines, and two bed lengths. Toyota also introduced an X-Runner trim, which replaces the
slow selling S-Runner trim from the previous generation. The X-Runner features a 4. The
Tacoma's all new 4. The new 4. The 4. The smaller, 4 cylinder alternative to the 4. A locking rear
differential, limited-slip differential were also some optional features. Every Tacoma was
manufactured with a composite inner bed that includes a deck rail system with four tie down
cleats, hook-pins, storage boxes, and a power outlet models with TRD packages. The model
Tacoma was a bit different from the model. The model made some options standard. Minor
changes have been made to the models such as new engine which runs on regular gasoline and
delivers better fuel economy than the previous models, and the seating system was updated.
Toyota also added 2 new interior colors for model year. In Canada , the Tacoma is in the model
year, it had received a new 6-disc CD player , new steering wheel controls, and a VSC system.
The Tacoma will be introduced in the United States in late Front and rear row side curtain
airbags and side torso airbags for the front row also become standard. Given the smaller size of
pickup trucks in the Tacoma's category, crash testing for these sized trucks lags with how well
most full size trucks perform. However, in an Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS test of
the Tacoma and other small trucks, only the side airbag equipped Tacoma received the highest
overall rating of 'Good' in the side impact test. The Toyota X-Runner is a limited production trim.
The X-Runner is only available in three colors per year, and only four colors total. Key
differences between the X-Runner and the other packages include tweaks to the suspension
and added ground effects. Toyota added a rear mounted X-Brace to stiffen up the rear end
hence the name X-Runner. The chassis was further stiffened by adding two more support
braces to the frame. An optional big brake kit by TRD is also available on the X-Runner; which
consists of a mm slotted rotor and 4 piston caliper. Aftermarket performance for the 1GRFE 4.
Many intakes, exhausts, and headers are available for the motor. NST released a lightweight
pulley system - crank pulley, alternator pulley, and water pump pulley with more in
development. The pulleys are OEM size but lighter in weight to reduce drivetrain loss. TTC
Performance released a couple different cams configurations as well as forged pistons. Also
newly available for the 4. Multiple forced induction systems are also available. PSI Racing has
also built a twin turbo application running at about 13psi of boost, though no other information
on it has been released. The package includes off road tires, 16 inch alloy wheels, TRD shocks,
a locking rear differential, and the TRD graphics. This package was not available until for the
Tacoma. This package includes street performance tires, 17 inch alloy wheels, shocks, race
inspired hood, and TRD sport graphics. It is also about dollars more expensive than the original
TRD off road package. The TRD supercharger will increase both engines' output up to
horsepower from the original horsepower hp for Tacoma, hp for FJ Cruiser , while increasing
the torque output up to foot-pounds. Both horsepower and torque ratings are SAE net. This
supercharger system features Eaton roots-type rotating components in a one-piece integral
manifold, iridium spark plugs, and a five-rib serpentine drive belt system. In addition it produces
six to eight pounds of boost pressure per square inch. The supercharger, when installed by an
authorized Scion or Toyota dealer, has the same warranty as powertrain, five years or 60, miles,
or the balance of the new car warranty, whichever is greater. When not installed by an
authorized dealer, the supercharger is covered by a month, 12,mile parts-only warranty. The

supercharger is manufactured by Alpine Developments. The - 4. It increases the RWHP from to
The OEM for this supercharger is Rotrex. This is the same OEM company that makes the
supercharger for the horsepower 4. Despite the fact that the Hilux, which the Tacoma is based
on, is extremely common in the Middle East, SF found it to be easier to purchase them from
American dealerships, modify them appropriately, and ship them to their areas. The Tacoma
and Hilux share the same body, but the chassis is significantly different in the Tacoma and
believed to be much weaker. These were modified by eliminating the factory radio, along with
almost all exterior lights and door buzzers. The front headlights have been modified to work in
IR, in order to work with night vision. The engines are unmodified, but the vehicles have been
fitted with brush guards, Warn winches, and a rollbar with a machine gun mount. Tacoma sales
in the U. By calendar year it lagged the perennial segment leader, the Ford Ranger , by just 2.
Toyota sells around , Tacomas annually. In Toyota Motor Corporation sold , Tacomas, better
than any other compact pickup in its class. Tacoma sales make about 10 percent of Toyota
Motor Corporations annual sales. From March to March Tacoma sales have steadily risen. Over
the summer of Toyota broke records selling over 60, Tacomas in a 3 month period. Consumer
reports show an increase in sales up 7. From Toyota Wiki. Retrieved on The Auto Writer.
Categories : s automobiles Vehicles introduced in Pickup trucks Toyota vehicles Rear wheel
drive vehicles All wheel drive vehicles. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces
Page Discussion. Views Read View source View history. Navigation Main page Recent changes
Random page Help. This page was last edited on 9 February , at Compact pickup truck Mid-size
pickup truck present. Service Manual. Regular Cab: Compact SUV. FJ Cruiser. Mid-size SUV.
Full-size SUV. Land Cruiser. Toyota Pickup. Current vehicles. Past vehicles. Concept vehicles.
Toyota is the largest automobile manufacturer in the world followed by Volkswagen , based on
unit sales. Toyota is the global market leader in sales of hybrid electric vehicles , and one of the
largest companies to encourage the mass-market adoption of hybrid vehicles across the globe.
Toyota is also a market leader in hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles. The company was founded by
Kiichiro Toyoda in , as a spinoff from his father's company Toyota Industries , to manufacture
automobiles. Three years earlier, in , while still a department of Toyota Industries, it developed
its first product, the Type A engine , and its first passenger car in , the Toyota AA. It also holds a
Toyota is headquartered in Toyota City , Aichi. As of , the head office has the "Toyopet" Toyota
logo and the words "Toyota Motor". The Toyota Technical Center, a story building, and the
Honsha plant, Toyota's second plant engaging in mass production and formerly named the
Koromo plant, are adjacent to one another in a location near the headquarters. Vinod Jacob
from The Hindu described the main headquarters building as "modest". Its Tokyo office is
located in Bunkyo , Tokyo. Its Nagoya office is located in Nakamura-ku , Nagoya. In , Toyota
Motor Co. Since , the two entities had existed as separate companies as a prerequisite for
reconstruction in postwar Japan. Shoichiro Toyoda presided over Toyota Motor Sales in
preparation for the consummation of the merger that occurred in Shoichiro then succeeded his
uncle Eiji as the president of the combined organization that then became known as Toyota
Motor Corporation. On June 14, , Toyota Motor Corporation announced the appointment of
external board members; this was a first for the corporation and occurred following approval
from general shareholders at a meeting on the same day. Additionally, Vice Chairman Takeshi
Uchiyamada replaced Fujio Cho as chairman, as the latter became an honorary chairman while
Toyoda remains in the post of president. Toyota has been publicly traded in Japan since and
internationally since As reported on its consolidated financial statements, Toyota has
consolidated subsidiaries and affiliates. The principle of jidoka , which means the machine
stops itself when a problem occurs, became later a part of the Toyota Production System.
Looms were built on a small production line. In , the patent for the automatic loom was sold to
the British company Platt Brothers , [26] generating the starting capital for automobile
development. The production of Toyota automobiles was started in as a division of Toyoda
Automatic Loom Works devoted to the production of automobiles under the direction of the
founder's son, Kiichiro Toyoda. The Toyota Motor Company was established as an independent
company in The sales price was 3, yen, yen cheaper than Ford or GM cars. In September , the
company ran a public competition to design a new logo. Of 27, entries, the winning entry was
the three Japanese katakana letters for "Toyoda" in a circle. Since toyoda literally means "fertile
rice paddies", changing the name also prevented the company from being associated with
old-fashioned farming. The newly formed word was trademarked and the company was
registered in August as the Toyota Motor Company. The Japanese government supported the
company by preventing foreign competitors Ford and General Motors from importing
automobiles into Japan. The word "Toyopet" Japanese article was a nickname given to the
Toyota SA due to its small size, as the result of a naming contest the Toyota Company
organized in However, when Toyota eventually entered the American market in with the Crown,

the name was not well received due to connotations of toys and pets. The company continued
to be supported by the state. In the Bank of Japan , the central bank of the country, bailed out
the company. By the early s, the US had begun placing stiff import tariffs on certain vehicles.
Toyota received its first Japanese Quality Control Award at the start of the s and began
participating in a wide variety of motorsports. Due to the oil crisis , consumers in the lucrative
US market began turning to making small cars with better fuel economy. American car
manufacturers had considered small economy cars to be an entry-level product, and their small
vehicles employed a low level of quality to keep the price low. Conservative Toyota held on to
rear-wheel-drive designs for longer than most; while a clear first in overall production they were
only third in production of front-wheel-drive cars in , behind Nissan and Honda. In part due to
this, Nissan's Sunny managed to squeeze by the Corolla in numbers built that year. The factory
was the old General Motors Fremont Assembly plant that had been closed for two years. It is
currently the site of Tesla, Inc. Toyota then started to establish new brands at the end of the s,
with the launch of their luxury division Lexus in In the s, Toyota began to branch out from
producing mostly compact cars by adding many larger and more luxurious vehicles to its
lineup, including a full-sized pickup, the T and later the Tundra , several lines of SUVs, a sport
version of the Camry , known as the Camry Solara. They would also launch newer iterations of
their sports cars, namely the MR2 , Celica , and Supra during this era. Bases in Indiana , Virginia
, and Tianjin were also set up. In , Toyota's Toyo Trust and Banking merged with two other
banks to form UFJ Bank , which was accused of corruption by Japan's government for making
bad loans to alleged Yakuza crime syndicates with executives accused of blocking Financial
Service Agency inspections. A youth-oriented marque for North America, Scion , was
introduced in Toyota ranked eighth on Forbes list of the world's leading companies for the year
[44] but slid to 55th for In , Toyota released an update of its full-sized truck, the Tundra,
produced in two American factories, one in Texas and one in Indiana. The company has also
found recent success with its smaller modelsâ€”the Corolla and Yaris. In , Toyota, along with
large parts of the Japanese automotive industry, suffered from a series of natural disasters.
Toyota is estimated to have lost production of , units to the tsunami and production of , units to
the floods. On February 10, , it was announced that Toyota would cease manufacturing vehicles
and engines in Australia by the end of The head office will remain in Port Melbourne and the
Altona plant will be retained for other functions. The workforce is expected to be reduced from
3, to 1, The automaker narrowly topped global sales for the first half of , selling 5. Volkswagen
AG , which recorded sales of 5. The company admitted the move was in response to a probe
foreshadowed earlier in the month by China's National Development and Reform Commission of
Toyota's Lexus spare-parts policies, as part of an industry-wide investigation into what the
Chinese regulator considers exorbitantly high prices being charged by automakers for spare
parts and after-sales servicing. According to Reuters, this was roughly 0. In March , Toyota
partnered with Yanmar to create a fiberglass pleasure boat using Yanmar outboard marine
diesel engines or Toyota inboard engines. From November through , Toyota recalled more than
9 million cars and trucks worldwide in several recall campaigns , and briefly halted production
and sales. In October , Toyota announced a recall of 7. The move came after a series of recalls
between and in which it pulled back around 10 million cars amidst claims of faulty mechanics.
Toyota never agreed to be at fault for the problem. In early November , Toyota USA enlisted a
recall involving defective inflaters and propellant devices that may deploy improperly in the
event of a crash, shooting metal fragments into vehicle occupants. More than 7 million vehicles
are potentially affected in the United States. This recall only affects vehicles equipped with
Takata airbags released after the year in North America. The airbags were manufactured by
Takata automotive manufacturing. Toyota is offering a free repair to all affected vehicles
worldwide. The recall affects specific Toyota Corollas, Sequoias, Tundras and Lexus vehicles
made between and This recall was announced one year ahead of the initially scheduled recall in
December In May , Toyota Vietnam recalled 32, cars in Vietnam for a fuel pump issue. In , Toyota
entered the passenger car market with its Model AA and held a competition to establish a new
logo emphasizing speed for its new product line. After receiving 27, entries, one was selected
that additionally resulted in a change of its moniker to "Toyota" from the family name "Toyoda",
which means rice paddy. The new name was believed to sound better, and its eight-stroke count
in the Japanese language was associated with wealth and good fortune. The original logo is no
longer found on its vehicles but remains the corporate emblem used in Japan. Still, no
guidelines existed for the use of the brand name, so "TOYOTA", which was used throughout
most of the world, led to inconsistencies in its worldwide marketing campaigns. To remedy this,
Toyota introduced a new worldwide logo in October to commemorate the 50th year of the
company, and to differentiate it from the newly released luxury Lexus brand. The three ovals in
the new logo combine to form the letter "T", which stands for Toyota. The overlapping of the

two perpendicular ovals inside the larger oval represents the mutually beneficial relationship
and trust between the customer and the company while the larger oval surrounding both of
these inner ovals represents the "global expansion of Toyota's technology and unlimited
potential for the future". The new logo started appearing on all printed material, advertisements,
dealer signage, and most of the vehicles themselves in In countries or regions using traditional
Chinese characters , e. These are the same characters as the founding family's name "Toyoda"
in Japanese. In Japan, Toyota dealerships are grouped into separate brands that cater to
different demographics. As of they are:. Toyota sponsored, and still sponsors several teams
and has purchased naming rights for several venues, and even competitions, including:.
Toyota's management philosophy has evolved from the company's origins and has been
reflected in the terms " Lean Manufacturing " and Just In Time Production , which it was
instrumental in developing. Many businesses worldwide have adopted a similar approach to
manufacturing. In April , Toyota adopted the "Toyota Way ", an expression of values and
conduct guidelines that all Toyota employees should embrace. Under the two headings of
Respect for People and Continuous Improvement , Toyota summarizes its values and conduct
guidelines with these five principles : [88]. According to external observers, the Toyota Way has
four components: [89]. Toyota has long been recognized as an industry leader in manufacturing
and production. The result is the development of the Toyota Production System. As described
by external observers of Toyota, the principles of the Toyota Way are: [89]. Toyota has grown
from its origins in Japan during the s to become a large multinational corporation. It displaced
GM and became the world's largest automobile maker for the year The world headquarters of
Toyota is located in its home country in Toyota City , Japan. Its subsidiary, Toyota Financial
Services sells financing and participates in other lines of business. Toyota brands include
Scion and Lexus and the corporation is part of the Toyota Group. They also acquired 5. Toyota
has introduced new technologies, including one of the first mass-produced hybrid
gasoline-electric vehicles, the Prius, of which it has sold 2 million globally as of , [94] Advanced
Parking Guidance System automatic parking , a four-speed electronically controlled automatic
with buttons for power and economy shifting, and an eight-speed automatic transmission.
Toyota, and Toyota-produced Lexus and Scion automobiles, consistently rank near the top in
certain quality and reliability surveys, primarily J. Power and Consumer Reports [95] although
they led in automobile recalls for the first time in In , Toyota, combined with its half-owned
subsidiary Daihatsu Motor Company , produced 8. Toyota has a large market share in the United
States, but a small market share in Europe. It also sells vehicles in Africa and is a market leader
in Australia. Due to its Daihatsu subsidiary, it has significant market shares in several
fast-growing Southeast Asian countries. According to the Fortune Global , Toyota is the fifth
largest company in the world. Since the recession of , it has gained market share in the United
States. Toyota's market share struggles in Europe where its Lexus brand has 0. In the first three
months of , Toyota together with its half-owned subsidiary Daihatsu reported number one sales
of 2. Toyota's brand sales had risen 9. The difference in performance was largely attributed to
surging demand for fuel-efficient vehicles. Toyota was hit by the global financial crisis of as it
was forced in December to forecast its first annual loss in 70 years. Akio Toyoda became the
new president and CEO of the company on June 23, , by replacing Katsuaki Watanabe, who
became the new vice chairman by replacing Katsuhiro Nakagawa. By , Toyota reclaimed its
position as the largest automaker in the world, surpassing Volkswagen. In Toyota was regarded
as being behind in smart car technology and in need of innovation. In early it was announced
that Japan is planning a moon landing for and wants its astronauts to explore the lunar surface
in a vehicle built by Japanese automaker Toyota. Toyota's net revenue by geographical regions
for the year ended March 31, []. In , Toyota initiated the Innovative International Multi-purpose
Vehicle project IIMV to optimize global manufacturing and supply systems for pickup trucks and
multipurpose vehicles, and to satisfy market demand in more than countries worldwide. IIMV
called for diesel engines to be made in Thailand, gasoline engines in Indonesia, and manual
transmissions in India and the Philippines, for supply to the countries charged with vehicle
production. Its production engineering and manufacturing headquarters is located in
Georgetown, Kentucky. Toyota Canada Inc. In , Toyota and Mazda announced a joint venture
plant that will produce vehicles in Huntsville, Alabama starting in Toyota marketing, sales, and
distribution in the US are conducted through a separate subsidiary, Toyota Motor Sales, U. It
has started producing larger trucks, such as the new Tundra, to go after the large truck market
in the United States. Currently, Toyota has no plans to offer diesel motor options in its North
American products, including the light-duty pickup trucks. In , Australia was one of the first
countries to assemble Toyotas outside Japan. However, in February , Toyota was the last of
Australia's major automakers to announce the end of production in Australia. The closure of
Toyota's Australian plant was completed on October 3, , and had produced a total 3,, vehicles.

At its peak in October , Toyota manufactured 15, cars a month. Toyota is the world's market
leader in sales of hybrid electric vehicles , one of the largest companies to encourage the
mass-market adoption of hybrid vehicles across the globe, and the first to commercially
mass-produce and sell such vehicles, with the introduction of the Toyota Prius in Cumulative
global sales of Toyota and Lexus hybrid passenger car models passed the 15 million milestone
in January Worldwide sales of hybrid vehicles produced by Toyota reached 1 million vehicles
by May 31, , and the 2 million was reached by August , with hybrids sold in 50 countries. Toyota
estimates that up to January , its hybrids have emitted million fewer tons of carbon dioxide CO
2 emissions than would have been emitted by petrol cars of the same size and performance.
Toyota's plug-in hybrid electric vehicle project began in , with road trials of the prototype
vehicle in France and the UK in Toyota made Prius plug-in demonstration vehicles for lease to
fleet and government customers. The production version of the Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid was
released in Japan in January , [] [] followed by the United States in late February, [] and
deliveries in Europe began in late June During its first year in the market, a total of 27, Prius
PHVs were sold worldwide, [] allowing the plug-in version to rank as the second most sold
plug-in electric car for Unlike the first generation model, it is available in all 50 states. The first
generation Toyota RAV4 EV was leased in the United States from to , and at the lessees'
request, many units were sold after the vehicle was discontinued. In May , Toyota launched a
collaboration with Tesla Motors to create electric vehicles. The lithium metal-oxide battery and
other power train components were supplied by Tesla Motors. Tesla built the electric powertrain
at its plant at Tesla Factory in Fremont, California , and then shipped them to Canada.
Production was limited to 2, units during a three-year period. The U. The first 30 iQ EVs were
delivered in the U. Since , the ZEV-NET program has been serving the transport needs of the
Irvine community with all-electric vehicles for the critical last mile of commutes from the Irvine
train station to the UC campus and local business offices. In addition, Toyota announced that is
backing away from fully electric vehicles. The company's vice chairman, Takeshi Uchiyamada,
said: " The current capabilities of electric vehicles do not meet society's needs, whether it may
be the distance the cars can run, or the costs, or how it takes a long time to charge. Toyota's
project called Ha:mo Harmonious Mobility Network , is using the Toyota i-Road , an all-electric
vehicle which combines the potential of both cars and motorbikes. It will formally debut at the
Tokyo Motor Show and will go on sale in Japan in late Toyota said the car was planned for
launch in about In August , Toyota announced its plans to start retail sales of a hydrogen
fuel-cell sedan in California in Toyota expects to become a leader in this technology. Toyota's
first hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles to be sold commercially, the Toyota Mirai Japanese for "future"
, was unveiled at the November Los Angeles Auto Show. Initially, the Mirai will only be available
in California. In , Toyota released 5, patents for free use until , hoping to promote global
development of hydrogen fuel-cell technology. As of , Toyota officially lists approximately 70
different models sold under its namesake brand, including sedans, coupes, vans, trucks,
hybrids, and crossovers. Toyota first entered the pickup truck market in with the SB that was
only sold in Japan and limited Asian markets. It was followed in by the RK renamed in as the
Stout and in by the compact Hilux. With continued refinement, the Hilux simply known as the
Pickup in some markets became famous for being extremely durable and reliable, and many of
these trucks from as early as the late s are still on the road today, some with over , miles.
Extended- and crew-cab versions of these small haulers were eventually added, and Toyota
continues to produce them today under various names depending on the market. Riding on the
success of the compact pickups in the US, Toyota decided to attempt to enter the traditionally
domestic-dominated full-size pickup market, introducing the T for the US model year, with
production ending in While having a bed at the traditional full-size length of 8 feet, the
suspension and engine characteristics were still similar to that of a compact pickup. It proved to
be as economical and reliable as any typical Toyota pickup, but sales never became what
Toyota brass had hoped for. It was criticized as being too small to appeal to the traditional
American full-size pickup buyer. Another popular full-size truck essential, a V8 engine, was
never available. Additionally, the truck was at first only available as a regular cab, though
Toyota addressed this shortcoming and added the Xtracab version in mid In for the model year,
Toyota replaced the T with the larger Tundra. The Tundra addressed criticisms that the T did not
have the look and feel of a legitimate American-style full-size pickup. It also added the V8
engine that the T was criticized for not having. However, the Tundra still came up short in
towing capacity as well as still feeling slightly carlike. These concerns were addressed with an
even larger redesign. A stronger V6 and a second V8 engine among other things were added to
the option list. The smaller Tacoma which traces its roots back to the original Hilux was also
produced at the company's San Antonio facility. Toyota-branded luxury vehicles tend to be
Japan-only. In , building on a previous partnership with Yamaha Marine , Toyota created

"Toyota Marine", [] building private ownership motorboats , currently sold only in Japan. A
small network in Japan sells the luxury craft at 54 locations, called the "Toyota Ponam" series,
and in , a boat was labeled under the Lexus brand name starting May 26, Toyota has been
involved in many global motorsports series. They also represent their Lexus brand in other
sports car racing categories. Toyota also runs a driver development programme known as the
Toyota Young Drivers Program, which they made for funding and educating future Japanese
motorsports talent. Toyota enjoyed success in all these motorsports categories. In , Toyota
entered Formula One as a constructor of chassis and engine; however, despite having
experienced drivers and a larger budget than many other teams, they failed to match their
success in other categories, with five second-place finishes as their best results. Toyota's
nationwide driver hunt of drivers for Etios Motor Racing Series ended up with selection of 25
drivers, who will participate in the race in Toyota Racing Development TRD was brought about
to help develop true high-performance racing parts for many Toyota vehicles. TRD has often
had much success with their aftermarket tuning parts, as well as designing technology for
vehicles used in different types of racing. Toyota supports a variety of philanthropic work in
areas such as education, conservation, safety, and disaster relief. The Toyota USA Foundation
exists to support education in the areas of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
Toyota also supports a variety of work in Japan. The Toyota Foundation takes a global
perspective providing grants in the three areas of human and natural environments, social
welfare, and education and culture. Toyota established the Toyota Technological Institute in , as
Sakichi Toyoda had planned to establish a university as soon as he and Toyota became
successful. In , Toyota showcased its trumpet-playing robot. A specific example of Toyota's
involvement in robotics for the elderly is the Brain Machine Interface. Designed for use with
wheelchairs, it "allows a person to control an electric wheelchair accurately, almost in
real-time", with his or her mind. In , the company introduced T-HR3, a humanoid robot with the
ability to be remotely controlled. The robot can copy the motions of a connected person. Toyota
invests in several small start-up businesses and partnerships in biotechnology , including:.
Toyota developed an oekaki -style sewing machine called the Oekaki Renaissance, which, like
others of its type, is designed to allow the user to be able to draw ideas directly onto fabric
using the art of free-motion embroidery. Toyota announced at CES that it intends to build a
"acre high tech, sensor-laden metropolis" at the foot of Mt. The project is expected to break
ground in , and will be called "Woven City. Toyota implemented its fifth Environmental Action
Plan in The plan contains four major themes involving the environment and the corporation's
development, design, production, and sales. The five-year plan is directed at the, "arrival of a
revitalized recycling and reduction based society". The assessment includes, " Themes of the
program consist of "Global Warming Countermeasures" and "Biodiversity Conservation. Since
October , Toyota's new Japanese-market vehicle models with automatic transmissions are
equipped with an Eco Drive Indicator. The system takes into consideration rate of acceleration,
engine and transmission efficiency, and speed. When the vehicle is operated in a fuel-efficient
manner, the Eco Drive Indicator on the instrument panel lights up. The money will be used to
fund environmental programs at the park. In fact, Toyota was the only major manufacturer
selling motor vehicles in America to have worse fuel economy and tailpipe carbon dioxide
emissions per mile between the and model years. In October , Toyota backed the Trump
Administration's proposal that federal authority should override California's ability to set its
own emissions standards for automobiles. The proposal would reduce California's fuel
efficiency standard from about Note:Japan production numbers to Citations for years are for
total production and sales and Japan production and salesU. On February 9, , Kenichi Uchino,
aged 30 years, a quality control manager, collapsed then died at work. On January 2, , an
unnamed chief engineer of the Camry Hybrid , aged 45 years, died from heart failure in his bed.
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Classic YN Origin JCG Non-Toyota platform. It is built on the same platform as used on the
Camry. Unable to use the Highlander nameplate in Japan and Australia because of a
trademarked Hyundai Terracan trim line, Toyota calls the vehicle the Toyota Kluger in these
markets pronounced Klu-ger. It came in five â€” and seven-seat â€” configurations and became
a sales success for Toyota in a number of markets across the world. The Highlander came
standard with front wheel drive and offered all wheel drive front:rear fixed torque split. Unlike
Toyota's own 4Runner and other mid-sized competitors such as the Jeep Grand Cherokee , or
Chevrolet TrailBlazer , the Highlander aimed for on-road comfort with its unibody construction

and independent rear suspension. Although it was longer than the â€” 4Runner available at the
time it was launched, the Highlander was surpassed in length by the redesigned 4Runner in
August The Highlander was available in three trim lines in the United States: the base model,
the Sport model, and the Limited model. The base and Limited models were present when the
Highlander was initially introduced, while the Sport model was introduced in March In Japan,
the Kluger exceeded Japanese government's compact car regulations regarding engine
displacement maximum of 2. In the wheels on the Limited trim changed from a six-spoke to a
five-spoke alloy. The base-model Highlander wheels also changed from steel-rims to the alloy
wheels that were on the â€” model year Highlander Limited and B-Package. The Sport models
had a distinctive grille design, differentiating themselves from the non-Sport models. Wheel
styling also serves to differentiate the various modelsâ€”the hybrid sports a unique twin-spoke
design. The Kluger was introduced to Australia in October A limited edition CV Sport model was
also released in There was no hybrid model available in Australia. The only engine offered was
the 3. Typical fuel economy using the Australian standard testing regime is The 3. In the Kluger
was given a new 3. The Japanese and Australian Kluger was released with a center console
integrated with the dashboard, while the North American Highlander initially lacked this
integrated center console. The integrated center console was introduced in all US Highlanders
and in Canadian Limited Highlanders in , for the model year, and in all Canadian Highlanders in ,
for the model year. However, for these early Highlanders without the integrated center console,
a smaller non-integrated stand-alone center console was available as an option, either factory
or dealer installed. In , for the model year, in addition to the 3. This year also saw the
introduction of the optional third row seat allowing for two additional passengers. The center
console, which was previously exclusive to the top trim level, was now standard across all
trims. The unibody was slightly modified behind the second row seats to include a depression
in the trunk floor able to accommodate the optional third row seating. On models without third
row seating, this depression was turned into a storage compartment prior to the spare tire was
accessible from inside the vehicle where the third row seating would subsequently be located;
beginning in the spare tire is accessible from underneath the vehicle. Subtle changes to the
front grille, front and rear bumpers, headlights and taillights LED taillights on later hybrid
models round-out the major changes for the mid-cycle refresh. In , for the model year,
Highlanders sold in Canada were offered only in a V6 all-wheel drive configuration. Hybrid
models were available with part-time four-wheel drive, which Toyota refers to as 4WD-i whereby
the rear wheels are powered by a separate electric motor. This system is intended for use on
snow and ice and is prone to overheating the rear electric motor off-road. Also standard for was
a tire pressure monitor. Front seat-mounted side torso airbags were optional on â€”06 models,
while front and second row side curtain airbags were optional on â€”06 models. Side airbags
became standard on models and the curtain airbags gained a rollover sensor that year as well.
This report looked at â€” model year vehicles in the US. Initially, the Kluger was a regular,
non-hybrid SUV driven by an internal combustion engine, but later Toyota introduced a hybrid
version, the Kluger Hybrid that utilizes the company's Hybrid Synergy Drive technology
combined with the company's 3MZ-FE 3. The hybrid drivetrain was unveiled at the North
American International Auto Show , and was offered to the public in July as a model. The power
steering pump, water pump and AC compressor were changed from belt-drive to electrically
powered versions. A modified alternator was incorporated into the hybrid system. In North
America, the hybrid version was called the Highlander Hybrid. It was also the first seven-seat
hybrid vehicle. The U. Environmental Protection Agency revised standards rated it at 8. This
system is near identical to that of the Lexus RX h. Toyota revealed the second generation
Highlander and Highlander Hybrid at the Chicago Auto Show , with American sales beginning in
July and hybrids in late September. The four-cylinder model had been discontinued but added
again in While the 3. The same three trim levels were offered Base, Sport and Limited until early
when the SE model replaced the Sport model, buyers are still able to choose between
front-drive or all-wheel drive on V6 platforms. Sport and Limited models get a standard backup
camera using a 3. The XU40 was initially produced exclusively at the Miyata plant in Miyawaka,
Fukuoka , Japan for all global markets beginning in May In Australia, the new generation Kluger
was launched in August The base model KX-R is also available with either five or seven seats,
whilst the latter trims are seven seaters only. Specifications are mostly similar to the US
Highlander, sharing the same 3. However, there are no plans at present to introduce a hybrid
version of the Kluger into the Australian market. In , for the model year, Toyota made some
changes to the Highlander and Highlander Hybrid. While the general design remains similar to
the model, the Highlander's front end has been significantly revised, now featuring new
headlights, a new black with chrome accent rocker panel, and new front grille. The non-hybrid
engines for remain the same, although now the 2. Also standard is a tire pressure monitor, a

driver's knee airbag , front seat-mounted side torso airbags , side curtain airbags for all three
rows which includes a rollover sensor and active front headrests. During testing for Wheels
magazine Car of the Year in , the magazine's editor rolled the vehicle during high-speed gravel
road testing. Noting that it was the first such event in the magazine's year history, he criticised
the vehicle's stability system stating that "Deficiencies in the Kluger's ESP contributed to the
crash". Six of the seven other judges also stated that they felt "the vehicle's ESP performance
was sub-standard" , and remarked that the vehicle was "almost dangerous on dirt [roads]". In a
written response, Toyota disputed the circumstances of the accident and criticised the testing
procedures as "unscientific". The Hybrid features Toyota's Hybrid Synergy Drive which
continues to allow an electric only powered mode for short distances and speeds. Weight and
cost have been improved over the previous hybrid. The Highlander Hybrid continues to use the
same 3. VDIM and Electronically Controlled Brake remain new features include a driver
selectable electric only EV mode when possible and another ECON mode which restricts
acceleration and minimizes air conditioning during acceleration. For the model year the
Highlander Hybrid received styling changes and was upgraded with the 3. The Highland FCHV
was a test vehicle using compressed hydrogen gas, with average fuel economy of The vehicle
was unveiled at the LA Auto Show. Production began on 5 December. In addition to the
changes, this one will feature seating for eight people with a sliding second-row point of entry
that gives it 4. HD Radio and Bluetooth will become a standard on all trims for the US version,
which will also come equipped with Toyota's Entune multimedia system along with a 6. An
eight-inch touchscreen system and Toyota's Entune app suite with 12 JBL speakers will be
offered as an optional feature. The three powertrain trims that will be offered include a 2. The
Highlander is also approved for use as a New York City taxicab. A refreshed model year
Highlander appeared at the New York International Auto Show in March with sales starting in
the fourth quarter of It is built on GA-K platform. In the United States, the fourth generation
Highlander gasoline model went on sale on 18 December for the model year. The hybrid model
went available in February For the model year, the XSE trim was added. The V6 engine option is
not available there. In addition to the increased cargo room behind the third row, the Highlander
now supports both Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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